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toolsA short summary of the TV news today, with all that transpired in Hong Kong. Viewed from a Western perspective, I find

it a bit confusing, as it appears as if the Hong Kong police are not actively attempting to subdue the protesters, and as if the
police are only now launching the violent crackdown that we have been seeing over the last two weeks. I find it odd that, if they

were not already aware of the danger posed by the protesters, they have waited until the protesters actually showed up at a
march before acting. Anyway, here is an excerpt from the Guardian, with a quote from a protester: [...] a woman called Zina

who works at an interior design studio, was standing with her two colleagues behind the police line. “We are now having a war.
If we are not careful, Hong Kong will be like Baghdad. You can’t do anything when you have no right to do anything.” Apropos
of nothing, an Australian friend told me today that she got a bit angry at some people online who were referring to the Chinese
Communist government as a new Soviet Union. She said: “The USSR did not kill and torture protestors for ten years just for

fun. When they were told that they were killing dissidents, they changed their minds.” I immediately said, “Well, there you go.”
Because, after all, there is an obvious difference between killing people with cruelty and violence and doing so with the aim of

actually keeping people alive
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